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Four catcgorics of complex behavioral phellomcna havc tradi
tionally given behaviorists troublc, at least in part b('causc tl]('y
began studying thcm only reccntly: l\ovd bcha\'ior (whieh leads
some to spcak of "creativity''); complex, distinctively human
beha\'ior not easily traC'cable to gcncs or thc environment
(which Icad~ son10 to sl)('ak of such things as "the self-eoneept"
or a "language organ "J: covert behavior ("ideas," "thollghts,"
"percepts," "feelings," and so on); and behavior under the
control of events that oceurn,d in thc remote past. Roitblat is
troubled by the latter category and appeals to such notions as
"memory" and "representation" in his attempt to deal with it.
A pigeon pecks a plasti<: key that is transilluminated with
vellow light. Thc light is extinguished, and 5 seconds later two
~ther keys are illuminated - one yellow and the other green.
The pig~on peeks the yellow one. How is it that the pigeon is
able to do this? The answer, unfortunately - except in cases in
which there is obvious mediating bchavior (cl.g., Blough 195!j;
Epstein & Skinner 1981) - is that w(' don't yet know.
The term "representation" sheds no light on the prohlem. It
is one ofa lar!!:e number ofco!!:nitive terms in wide usc that seem
to fill a gap where the facts are not yet available. As Roitblat
hilllself notes: We in no way explain the pigeon's behavior by
saying that it "has a representation" of yellow, and alternati\'t',~
such as "tlw pigeon was able to do this because it has a memory
or "becalls(' it r('nwmbers" are also uninformath·e. Ha\'ing seen
the sample stimulus, the pig('on was clmngl·d in some way,
preslimahly physicaL l\curophysiolog\' is as yet too crude a
sdeJl('e to identif" the change, but it is surdy there to be found.
Roitblat beli«'l's that we can make inferences ahout such
chan!!:es from b('havioral data, and that is surely true. Biologists
and psychologists who study the biologieal basis of beha\'ior do
so routinel\'. But Roithlafs models are not physiological or
anatomical: and in fact he pres('nts no biological data what
soever. Rather, Roitblat, like man\' cognilivists, uses beha,"ioral
data to ('onstruct models of information-pro('essin!!: systems that
might generate similar data. He is not telling liS what's inside,
but rather how a ('omputer might simulate behavior. Th(' valid
itv of this enterprise rests on th(' debatabl(' assertioll that
o;ganisms really are infonnation-processing systems. E\'en
Newell and Simon (1972) note that this is an assertion, but
somehow an anah'sis of it !!:ets lost among their myriads of
models" I have e~amined this issue in som(' detail elsewhere
(Epstein 19~1) and here will note only that if tl~e assertion is
wrong. then so, most likely, are Roilblat s models of
representation.
Roithlat give~ undue weight to this ('ognith"e eonstruct with
some paT(>I~theses and a slash. Speaking ahout the rat(' at whkh
foraging animals obtain bod, he writes, "In some animals thi~
information is undoubtedk represented neurally (eognitiwlyl.'
Does the pUlletuation sigl~ify that "neurally" and "cogniti\ely"
are one and the same thing? Later. he writcs that the medium of
a representation "appears to be neural/cognitive." Does this
mean both "neuraJ" and "eognitivc," which arc different things'~
In spite of these juxtapositions, it is dear from the paper as a
whole that the two terms are not meant to be synonyms.
Representation has no neural status for Roitblat, though he
seems to wish that it did.
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~lanv facts <ire cited about how behavior changes as a function
of SPCl:j(·S, experience, and eurrent cireulllstal1ees. The fads
speak for themselves and are the basis of a powerful heuristie.
Roitblat's construe! tends to divert attentioll from them and
hem'e impedcs a fuller understanding of their eontrihutions.
The sentenee "('xperieneed birds use some kind of map ... to
control their flight paths." in the eon text in which it is used,
means only that, adult birds, after being displaced from their
migratory routes, find their way baek more suc('('ssfully than
young birds (What aspects of experience aT(' important? Is age
eritical:, Is maturation a factOl<=' What propertil's of a binI's
current environment eontrol its return to the migratory route?).
The stal('ment "animals use experieJ1(:e-derin,d models of their
(')lVironment to control beh"\'ior" tells us lIothing more than
that experiell('eil animals negotiate thl'lr environments more
successfully than unexperienced om's (\Yhat are the relevant
experiences?).
Hoithlat's eoncept is no substitute for facts about how genes
and the t'nyironnwnt determine the l)('ha\'ior he attributes to it,
or for faets about how l'hanges in beha\'ior are lIwdiated by the
body, The ('olll'ept may impede the search for stich faeis. Be has
not shown, furthermore, that a model ofrepresentation will lead
to discoveries about the nervous system. Though he admits that
representation is not an explanation ofbehavior, he asserts more
than once that models ofrepresentation will provide the "kernel
of an explanation." I fail to see the difference.
Roitblat's whipping boy, associationist behaviorism, is not the
only kind of behaviorism, Skinner's many detailed analyses
(e.g., 1945, 1957, 1977) of the covert processes that Roitblat
subsumes under the term "representation" are conveniently
omitted, Why Roitblat even bothers to discuss behaviorism is
not clear; and, indeed, the fact that his concept is presented in so
doctinaire a fashion makes it all the more suspect.

